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Slot machines also known as Bandits

Slot machine

Also known as “One-Armed Bandit”

“… in the long run they are as effective as human

bandits in separating the victim from his money.”

(Lai and Robbins 1985)
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The two-armed bandit problem
Two bandits

For Arm 1: Success probability is q1

For Arm 2: Success probability is q2

Repeatedly play one arm at each trial, t = 1, 2, 3, … 
If you choose to play arm i on t-th trial
Obtain reward r(t)
r(t) = 1 with probability qi, or r(t) = 0 with probability 1-qi
Clearly want to play arm i with larger qi

But we don’t know q1 or q2 

What should we do?
Maybe play each arm a few times: Explore
Play whichever arm was better: Exploit

Fundamental tradeoff between exploration and exploitation

q1 q2
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The quintessential dilemma in learning: 
Exploration versus exploitation

Explore or Exploit?
Exploration can be valuable, but costly
What is the best tradeoff between exploration and exploitation?

Drug testing
Two experimental drugs

Which drug to give patients?

“… it seems apparent that a considerable saving of individuals otherwise 
sacrificed to the inferior (drug) treatment might be effected”
Thompson, 1933

q1 q2
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Google
Placing ads on Google
Google makes money when people
click on ads

“When a visitor clicks on a display 
advertisement on a member website, a 
portion of the revenue is paid to the site 
owner while Google keeps part of the
fee. Due to the breadth of companies
advertising through the network, entire 
businesses depend on AdSense as their 
primary source of income”

“… bulk of $110.8 Billion revenue in 2017”

But which ads are popular?
Explore or exploit?

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/0
20515/business-google.asp

?

q1

q2

q3
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More generally
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Dual control: Investigate or Act?

Control system

x(t+1) = x(t) + bu(t) + w(t)

Want to minimize a quadratic cost:

But suppose you don’t know gain b

Choosing a large u(t) can help determine the value of b

But choosing a large u(t) is expensive: Increases quadratic cost

Control u(t) has two purposes: Investigate or Act

The “Dual Control Problem” (Feldbaum 1960)

x2(t)+ u2(t)( )
t=1

T

∑
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Adaptive Control
Holy grail of control theory, 1950s –

Bellman, Feldbaum, Astrom
Learn system as you control
Use knowledge in real-time to
control system

Questions
Over system is nonlinear: Is it stable?
Does it generate excitation to learn all its modes?

Self-tuning controllers, Astrom 1973
Chemical process control

Adaptive
Controller

?
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A historical account
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Apparently first mention: W. Thompson, 
Dept of Pathology, Biometrika (1933)

“… general interest in problems in 
research planning”

“… use of data, however meagre, as a 
guide to action required before more can 
be collected”

“… directly concerned with with any case 
where probability criteria may be 
established by means of which we judge 
whether one mode of operation is better 
than another in some given sense or not”

“… it seems apparent that a considerable 
saving of individuals otherwise sacrificed 
to the inferior (drug) treatment might be 
effected”
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Thompson’s randomized sampling
Bayesian Viewpoint
Let P = Probability(Arm 1 is better)
Play Arm 1 with probability f(P)

Loss if Arm 2 is better = f(P)(1- P)
Loss if Arm 1 is better = (1- f(P))P
Both losses equal if f(P)= P

Thompson’s randomized choice
Play Arm i with probability = Probability(Arm i is better)

Now called Thompson Sampling
Still one of the best policies, as we will see
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Thompson’s machine
Suppose probability of success of an arm is Beta distributed

p(q) = cq s(1- q)f

s = number of successes, f = number of failures, n = trials
Simple Bayesian update rule

P = Prob( Beta(s1,f1) > Beta (s2,f2) )
Hard to compute

P = Prob(Finding s1 red balls before s2 blue balls when n1+1 red balls and n2+1
blue balls are randomly placed)

Thompson’s machine, 1935 Thompson’s machine
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Adaptive sampling
Traditional sampling is based on a fixed size

“the statistician was consulted, if at all, only after the experiment was 
over” (Robbins, 1952)

Sample survey of jute acreage in Bengal (Mahalanobis, 1940)
Pioneering effort in absence of theory

Adaptive sampling (Dodge and Tomig, 1941)
Are products defective? 
Take n1 samples. If less than d1 defective, then OK. If more than d2
defective, then reject. If between d1 and d2, then take n2 more samples

Sequential design (Wald, 1950)
Decide when to terminate as samples are taken
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Bandits: Frequentist and Bayesian 
viewpoints

Frequentist setting: Robbins, 1952

Arbitrary q1 and q2

Goal: Long-term average optimality:

“… the problem represents in a simplified way the general 
question of how we learn – or should learn – from past 
experience”

Bayesian setting: Johnson and Karlin (1954)
Certainty equivalence is not optimal

lim
T

1
T

r(t) = Max(θ1,
t=1

T

∑ θ2 )
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Dynamic Programming: Bayesian 
formulation

Bellman (1956)
“The problem is … in the general field of "learning 
processes", where we must determine the structure 
of a process while carrying on an experiment”

Discounted Dynamic Programming equation

“… it is quite surprising that it is so difficult”

V (s1, f1,s2 , f2 ) = Max{
s1

s1 + f1
1+ βV (s1 +1, f1,s2 , f2 )( )+ f1

s1 + f1
βV (s1, f1 +1,s2 , f2 ),

                                   
s2

s2 + f2
1+ βV (s1, f1,s2 +1, f2 )( )+ f 2

s2 + f
βV (s1, f1,s2 , f2 +1)}
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Solution of Bayesian Bandit Problem
Gittins and Jones, 1972
Solution of Bandit problem for
discounted case

Every arm has an Index

Play arm with largest Index

Main idea: Unplayed arm has 
“frozen” state

I(s, f ) = Max
τ

E β tr(t)
t=1

τ

∑

E β t
t=1

τ

∑
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Bayesian Adaptive Control: Dual Control

Feldbaum, 1960

Control has two purposes, act and investigate

Difficult to solve
Several suboptimal schemes

Markov chain version: POMDPs today
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Minimum Variance Control
Consider: x(t+1) = ax(t)+bu(t)+w(t)

Minimum Variance Controller is u(t) = -(a/b) x(t)
Then x(t+1) = w(t)

Certainty equivalence approach
Estimate (a,b) by least squares
Use u(t) = -(a/b) x(t)

Closed-loop identification will give: a - b(a/b) = a - b(a/b) = 0
So -(a/b)  would also be an optimal controller gain
Closed-loop identifiability is enough for optimality!

No identifiability problem

But stability and convergence of nonlinear controller a problem
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Self-tuning Regulator of Astrom and 
Wittenmark, 1973

ARMAX systems
y(t)+a1y(t-1)+ a2y(t-2)= b1u(t-1)+b2u(t-2)+w(t)+c1w(t-1)+c2w(t-2)

Goal: Min

Self-tuning regulator
Estimate q =(a1, a2, b1, b2) by Stochastic Approximation or Least-Squares

Choose

Is there enough “excitation” to learn optimal control parameters?
Stability resolved (Goodwin, Ramadge, Caines, 1981)
Convergence established for SA (Becker, K, Wei, 1985)
Least squares (Guo and Chen, 1991)

lim$
1
&'()*

$+,
)./(1

2 1 = 1
4,

)5,. 1 − 1 + 5/. 1 − 2 − 4/2(1 − 2
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Adaptive Control of Markov Decision 
Processes

Adaptive Control of Markov Chains
X = State space
U = Control set
Q = Parameter set

Dynamics:
One-step reward function:
Unknown true parameter 

Goal: Maximize

Let ! " = $(", ') be optimal control law for parameter q

p(i, j;u,θ ) = Pr(x(t +1) = j | x(t) = i,u(t) = u,θ )

θ 0 ∈Θ

Eθ 0 lim
T

1
T

r x(t),x(t +1),u(t)( )
t=0

T−1

∑⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

r(i, j,u)

ji
)(", *; !, ')
r(", *; !)
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Certainty Equivalence Approach for 
MDPs, Mandl 1974
Certainty equivalent approach

First estimate unknown parameter: Maximum Likelihood Estimate 

Apply optimal action for estimated parameter

Does self-tuning occur? Does                 ?
If so, long-term average optimality is attained   

Yes, if Identifiability condition holds (Mandl ’74)
Assume, for every q≠q’, p(i,⋅,u,θ ) ≠ p(i,⋅,u,θ ')

θ̂(t) = Max
θ

p(x(s),x(s+1),u(s),θ )
s=0

t−1

∏

u(t) = φ(x(t),θ̂(t))

θ̂(t)→θ 0
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What if identifiability condition is not 
satisfied? Borkar and Varaiya, 1979

Then !" # → %&'( "∗. So *( !" # ) → *("∗)

And

Closed-loop identification:

But as !" # converges, we stop exploring for better control laws  

But                      , so *("*) is not optimal

p(i, j;φ(i,θ *),θ *) = p(i, j;φ(i,θ *),θ 0 )

φ(θ *) ≠ φ(θ 0 )

P(θ 0 )P(θ *)

φ(θ *) φ(θ *)

º
)-(". )-("∗

)*("∗ )*("∗

P(θ 0 )P(θ *)

φ(θ *) φ(θ *)

º
)-(". )-("∗

)*("∗ )*("∗
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The Bias of Maximum Likelihood Estimate
Let             be the long-term average reward of f if q

Let                           be the optimal reward attainable if q

Due to closed-loop identification !(#($∗), $&)= !(#($∗), $∗)

So

Hence

So parameters converge to $∗ with a smaller reward than $&

Can we bias and favor parameters with higher rewards?

V (φ,θ )

V (φ(θ *),θ *) =V (φ(θ *),θ 0 )

V (θ ) =V (φ(θ ),θ )

V (θ *) =V (φ(θ *),θ *) =V (φ(θ *),θ 0 ) ≤V (θ 0 )
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Cost Biased Max Likelihood Estimate 
Method (K and Becker, 1982)

Bias ML estimate slightly towards parameters with larger rewards

!" # = %&'max
+
,(")/(0)1

234

056
7(8 9 , 8 9 + 1 ; > 9 , ")

where ?(#) → ∞ but ? # = B(#)

This is a small bias because

!" # = %&'max+ ? # log,(") +F
234

056
log 7(8 9 , 8 9 + 1 ; > 9 , ")

Does not damage closed-loop identification 

grows like tgrows like o(t)
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Long-term Average Optimality of CBMLE
But this bias is large enough

Normalized Biased Likelihood

!" # = %&'max
+

,(")
,("/)

0(1)
2
34/

156 7(8 9 , 8 9 + 1 ; > 9 , ")
7(8 9 , 8 9 + 1 ; > 9 , "/)

Hence

So

So           is optimal for     , hence optimal average reward   

Likelihood ratio is a positive martingale
Bounded

θ̂(t)→θ *  with V (θ *) ≥V (θ 0 )

V (θ *) =V (φ(θ *),θ *) =V (φ(θ *),θ 0 ) =V (θ 0 )

φ(θ *) θ 0

→ 0 if , " < ,("/)
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Explicit CBMLE for Bernoulli Bandits 
(K, 1982?)

Let ! = !#, !%, … , !'

CBMLE:

Explicit Index Rule for playing arms

Index for Arm:    ( ), * = +,-
.,-

+,- .
.,-

/ .
+

+

Play arm with largest Index

Yields optimal long-term average reward

Regret 5 ∶= 5max
:
!: − ∑=>#? @ABCDE F = G(5)

JCK JCK(!#, . . , !M - N !#
+O 1 − !# /O N !%

+Q 1 − !% /Q
!
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CBMLE for Linear Quadratic Systems

System: x(t+1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + w(t)

Quadratic Cost: lim $
% ∑'()

%*$ +% , -+(,) + 1% , 21(,)
Optimal controller: 1 , = 4 5, 7, -, 2 +(,)

Identifiability problem (Lin, K, Seidman 1985):

5 + 74 5∗, 7∗, -, 2 = 5∗ + 7∗4 5∗, 7∗, -, 2
4 5∗, 7∗, -, 2 = 4 5, 7, -, 2

CBMLE yields stability and long-term average optimality
K, 1983, for finite parameter set
Campi and K, 1998 for compact parameter set for related scheme
Abbasi-Yadkori and Szepesvari (2011) obtain Regret(t) = 9∗( ,)
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Multi-armed Bandits
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A finer notion of optimality: Regret
(Lai and Robbins, 1985)

Define Expected Regret(t) =  t

Long-term average optimality means Regret(t) = o(t)

How small can we make Regret(t)?

Answer: Optimal Regret(t) = c log(t)

Optimal Policy: Upper Confidence Bound Policy (UCB)
Determine high probability Upper Confidence Interval
Play arm with highest UCB gi(t)

Idea: If Arm is not explored enough its upper confidence bound 
will be large, thus preferring it

Max{θ1,θ2}− E r(s)
s=1

t

∑

0, #$ %
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Current empirically good policies for 
minimizing Regret

Thompson Sampling: Play Arm i with probability that it is best

UCB with

Information Directed Sampling (Russo and Ben Van Roy, 2017): 
Balance between

Exploration: Maximize information about optimal choice
Exploitation: Reduce expected regret

Requires computation of high dimensional integrals: “There is much more
work to be done to design efficient algorithms for various problem classes”

Minimize
Conditional Expected Regret( )2

Entropy reduction with respect to optimal arm

! " = $% " + ' log "
+ "
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Entropy version of CBMLE-Bandit Index 
for Bernoulli arms

Index has interpretation in terms of entropy

Considers number of successes as well as 
number of pulls

Interpretation?

I(s,n) = (s+ n+α ) H s
s+ n+α

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
− H s+α

s+ n+α
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
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Optimism in the face of uncertainty

Cost Biased MLE (K & Becker 1982)
Biases ML estimates towards Arms with larger !

UCB (Lai and Robbins 1985)
Prefers Arm for which there is a chance of larger !

Lot of testing of UCB and Thompson sampling over years

No follow up work on CBMLE
ML community apparently generally unaware
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What is regret guarantee of CBMLE?

How easy is it to implement?

How does it’s regret perform empirically?

What’s the best policy? 
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Exponential Family Bandits
Exponential family of reward probability distributions

! ", $ = ℎ " '()*+(() .($)= Strictly convex
/ ", $ = .0($) .′($)= Strictly increasing

CBMLE:    max
(
[ max

6
[7(.0($6))8(9)] ⋅ ∏6=>

? ∏@=>
9A '(A)A(@)*+((A)

7 = any strictly monotone increasing function

Explicit Index solution: B6 = max
(A

7 $6 C + ∑@=>
9A $6"6 F − .($6)

−max
(A

H
@=>

9A

$6"6 F − .($6)

Play the Arm with the Largest Index
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Simple Indices for common distributions

Bernoulli Bandits: ! ", $ = &'(
)'(

&'( )
)'(

* )
&
&

Exponential Bandits

!(,-) =
∑012
34 5-(6)

7 , + ∑012
34 5-(6)

Gaussian Bandits

!(,-) =
7 , + ∑01234 5-(6)

,-
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Theoretical Regret Performance Bounds 
for CBMLE Bandits

Theorem 1 (Expected Bound on Regret)
Suppose lower bound on difference between best arm and 
second best arm is known

Choose 
Then Regret(t) = O(log t)

Suppose lower bound on difference is not known
Choose
Then Regret(t) = O(g(t) log t)

Theorem 2 (Sample Path Bound on Regret)
For every d > 0 and c > 1, there is a non-random K such that
Prob Number of wrong plays in [0, 6] ≤ 9:(6) + > ∀6 ≥ 1 − C

α (t) = γ (t) log t  where γ (t)→∞

α (t) = c log t
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Empirical Performance Testing: 
Bernoulli Bandits

Bernoulli Bandits
q = (0.455,0.46,0.465,0.47,0.475,0.48.0.485,0.49,0.495,0.5)
T = 3x104

Average over 80 trials
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Statistics of distribution of regret: 
Bernoulli Bandits
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Empirical Performance Testing: 
Gaussian Bandits

Gaussian Bandits
µ = (0.48,0.49,0.5,0.51,0.52), s = 0.8
T = 3x105

Average over 100 trials
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Statistics of distribution of regret: 
Gaussian Bandits
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Computation Times and Performance

Bernoulli Bandits
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Some remarks

Regret is very important financially = $$
(Or in “individuals sacrificed”)

Scaling of computation may also be very significant in 
Google-size applications for real-time implementation

Many extensions
Contextual Bandits
Bayesian optimization
Model-based reinforcement learning (RL)
Efficient exploration in model-free RL
…
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Paper available at

arXiv:1907.01287v1 [cs.LG] 2 Jul 2019
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Thank you


